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Abstract 

Recent floods in the United States and Asia again highlighted their devastating effects, and 

without investments in adaptation, the future impact of floods will continue to increase. 

Key to making accurate flood-risk projections are assessments of how disaster-risk 

reduction (DRR) measures reduce risk and how much risk remains after adaptation. Current 

flood-risk-assessment models are ill-equipped to address this, as they assume a static 

adaptation path, implying that vulnerability will remain constant. We present a multi-

disciplinairy approach that integrates different types of adaptive behaviour of governments 

(proactive and reactive) and residents (rational and boundedly rational) in a continental-

scale risk-assessment framework for river flooding in the European Union (EU). Our 

methodology demonstrates how flood risk and adaptation might develop, indicates how 

DRR policies can steer decisions towards optimal behaviour, and calculates the residual 

risk that has to be covered by risk-transfer mechanisms. We find that differences in 

adaptation decision-making outweigh the effects of climate change scenarios RCP8.5 and 

2.6 on future flood risk. Moreover, we illustrate the relevance of adaptation by individual 

households, which appears more influential than the benefits from government protection 

in risk reduction in the short term. The results highlight the importance of integrating 

behavioural methods from social sciences with quantitative models from the natural 

sciences, as advocated by both fields. 
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1. Introduction 

Recent losses caused by hurricanes Florence and Mangkhut and the large-scale floods in 

India demonstrate that extreme flood events can have devastating effects on economies and 

human society. Without global investments in adaptation supported by scientific 

projections of risk, the future impact of floods will continue to increase in many regions 

due to climate change [1] and socio-economic growth [2] . This is why adaptation, disaster-

risk reduction (DRR) and mechanisms for coping with loss and damages (L&D) were high 

on the agenda during the COP23 in Bonn. Key to making accurate risk projections are 

assessments of how DRR measures reduce risk over time [3], the potential of policies and 

regulations to steer DRR [3], and estimations of the risk that remains after DRR [4]. Current 

large-scale flood-risk-assessment models are often ill-equipped to address these issues, as 

they assume a static adaptation path, thereby implying that vulnerability remains constant 

over time [5–10], as if the main agents in risk management, such as governments, neither 

adapt to, nor learn from, flood events and do not anticipate increased risk over time. In 

reality, there is an interplay between the adaptive behaviour of governments, the adaptive 

behaviour of individuals, and the flood risk environment, as changes in one influences the 

other [11–13]. Recent studies in the field of socio-hydrology have developed novel 

methods to capture and explain the dynamics resulting from the feedbacks between 

hydrological, technical and social processes, stressing the importance of this interplay [11–

17]. However, these do not yet capture the role of individual residents, despite the fact that 

the aggregate effect of household behaviour can significantly influence trends in flood risk 

and vulnerability [18,19]. In line with the emerging field of socio-hydrology that aims to 

describe the relation between social and hydrological systems [11–16],  we present a multi-

disciplinary modelling approach, combining methods from the natural and social sciences 

that integrate (individual) adaptive-behaviour dynamics from both the government and 

households in a continental-scale risk-assessment framework for river flooding in the 

European Union. By applying a multi-agent model, we (1) quantitatively demonstrate how 

flood risk and adaptation might develop, (2) demonstrate how DRR policies can be steered 

towards optimal behaviour, and (3) estimate the residual risk after adaptation that has to be 

covered by insurance or other risk-transfer mechanisms for L&D policies. Our approach is 

transferable to other natural disasters, and encompasses local to continental scales. 
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2. Methods and materials 

2.1 Model summary 

Economic flood risk is typically modelled as a function of the hazard, the exposure of 

assets, and the vulnerability of assets to flood events, but with static assumptions about 

adaptive behaviour [1,20,21]. Here, we apply this flood-risk framework in a modelling 

study integrating the dynamic adaptive behaviour of governments and individual 

households, as illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

 
Fig 1. Overview of the integrated flood-risk-assessment approach. Flood risk is a function of the hazard, the 

exposure and the vulnerability. Governments can raise protection standards to reduce the hazard, and 

residents can reduce their vulnerability by elevating or flood-proofing their houses. These decisions can be 

influenced by the occurrence of a flood event. Additionally, different insurance schemes can influence the 

adaptive behaviour of residents by offering premium discounts for risk reduction (Supplementary Material 

§8). 

 

The model illustrated in Fig. 1 and depicted schematically in Supplementary Material Fig. 

S1 estimates fluvial flood risk for the period 2010-2080 at annual time steps. To better 

represent future flood risk, we integrate the adaptive behaviour of governments and 

residents in the risk-assessment approach. We focus on risk to both urban and rural 

residential buildings to illustrate the effects of household (micro-) adaptation on large-scale 
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risk and government (macro-) adaptation. The current fluvial flood risk is calculated by 

using current climate and socio-economic conditions to represent the hazard and the 

exposure (Supplementary Material §3-5). Current protection standards are based on 

FLOPROS [22] (Supplementary Material §2). To simulate future risk, we use the flood 

hazard data [2,21,23] for two representative concentration pathways (RCPs), and the data  

[24] of two shared socio-economic pathways (SSPs) to project exposure (Supplementary 

Material §3-4). To represent a change in residential building surface relevant for elevating 

and dry-proofing, we developed a method to represent how change in SSPs affects the 

spatial-temporally explicit change in residential building surface, and hence, the exposure 

of urban and rural residential areas to floods (Supplementary Material §5). Although in 

principle all RCPs can be linked to all SSPs, we run the model for two scenario 

combinations [2,25] that represent a lower and upper boundary to climate change: RCP2.6-

SSP1 and RCP8.5-SSP5. On the basis of risk information, (future) stochastic flood events 

to mimic the influence of extreme events (Supplementary Material §6), and the cost of 

adaptation, residents and governments take adaptation decisions that influence flood risk 

to residential buildings in both urban and rural areas. 

The adaptive behaviour of residents (Supplementary Material §7) follows a model of 

subjective, discounted expected utility (DEU), which is the mainstream theory of economic 

decision-making under risk. Based on the DEU, residential agents – who either have 

rational or boundedly rational risk perceptions – decide for each time step either to flood-

proof existing buildings (that is, by dry-proofing, which reduces damage by preventing 

water from entering the building) or to elevate newly developed buildings (that is, by 

raising the structure above potential flood levels) [26]. Both elevation and dry-proofing are 

adaptive behaviours by residents that reduce the risk to the residential building surface. In 

addition, we assess the effect of incentives from different insurance schemes on residential 

behaviour and DRR: namely, voluntary or mandatory insurance, with or without risk-based 

premiums to incentivize DDR (Supplementary Material §8). 

Finally, government agents, representing EU member states, dynamically decide to 

strengthen flood protection based on a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) [27] of the total fluvial 

flood risk and the costs of increasing dyke heights (Supplementary Material §9). 

Governments can be proactive or reactive. 
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Modelling uncertainties regarding input data and the modelling framework are 

described in the Supplementary Material §10. 

 

2.2 Comparing behaviour 

We assess the effects of six different combinations of government and resident behavioural 

types in flood-risk assessments, which cover a wide range of (uncertain) responses to future 

risk, see Table 1.  

 
Table 1. Combinations of resident and government behaviour types for which the model is run. 

Combination of 

behaviour types 

Resident  

behaviour type 

Government  

behaviour type 

1 Rational residents Proactive governments 

2 Rational residents Reactive governments 

3 Boundedly rational residents Proactive governments  

4 Boundedly rational residents Reactive governments 

5  Residents do not adapt 2010 protection heights 

6  Residents do not adapt 2010 protection standards 

 

Adaptive behavioural types include the following: EU residents who are either rational or 

boundedly rational, and governments that are either proactive or reactive (Supplementary 

Material §1). Rational residents are fully informed about the risks they face, and their 

decisions to reduce their vulnerability by flood-proofing, by elevating their homes or by 

taking out flood insurance are based on objective calculated risk. By contrast, boundedly 

rational residents generally underestimate risk unless a flood occurs, after which they 

overestimate risk for a certain period. Proactive governments invest in increasing flood 

protection to reduce potential hazards in regular cycles, while reactive governments take 

action only after a flood event has struck a region. While proactive governments and 

rational residents might display economically desirable behaviour, reality reveals that 

governments more often act reactively [1,28] and that residents often behave in a 

boundedly rational manner [29]. Note that for this large-scale study we focus on three 

adaptive measures (elevating new buildings, flood-proofing existing buildings, and flood 

protection), as they are often cost-effective [26]. Other measures are available, such as wet-

proofing buildings, nature-based solutions (e.g. creating wetlands to buffer floods), and 
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constructing reservoirs. In addition, we provide an analysis of the influence of financial 

incentives on adaptive measures. For instance, insurance-premium discounts may stimulate 

the adaptive decisions of residents (Supplementary Material §8).  

 

To illustrate the importance of our approach, we compare flood-risk simulations that 

include the four combinations of dynamic behaviours with two more commonly applied 

static behavioural approaches [5–10]. In the first static combination, neither governments 

nor residents take additional measures to reduce vulnerability or hazard, and dyke-

protection heights remain at 2010 levels (‘2010 protection height’). In the second 

combination, governments invest in extra flood protection when risk increases, to maintain 

the 2010 protection standard, but households do not take additional measures (‘2010 

protection standards’). For example, in the second combination, the current 100-year 

protection standard continues to protect against a future 100-year flood even if the intensity 

of the flood is increased, while in the first static combination, the protection height does 

not keep pace with increased flood intensity. 

 

3. Results 

3.1 How adaptive behaviour shapes risk 

Our modelling study demonstrates that including dynamic adaptive behaviour in flood-risk 

assessments leads to substantial differences in projected residential flood risk for the EU, 

as illustrated here for the future RCP8.5-SSP5 scenario (Fig. 2) and in the supplement for 

the RCP2.6-SSP1 scenario (Supplementary Material Fig. S5). As an illustration, compared 

to the static ‘2010 protection height’ behavioural type that is usually applied in flood-risk 

management studies, the residual risk to residential buildings is on average 35% to 50% 

lower after 2030 if individual households adapt in a boundedly rational or rational manner, 

respectively, and governments adapt reactively. If governments adapt reactively, the risk 

is even 72% to 79% lower. With respect to the static ‘2010 protection standards’ 

behavioural type, projections indicate an increase in risk of 6% to 35% after 2030 if 

residents adapt in a rational or boundedly rational manner, respectively, and governments 

adapt reactively. However, projections for this type indicate a decrease in risk of 46% to 

59% if governments adapt proactively. These differences demonstrate that the dynamic 
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adaptation of residents and governments can lead to significantly different levels of 

residual risk that should be covered by L&D policies. 

 

Moreover, our results (Supplementary Material Fig. S6) demonstrate the significance of 

including the behaviour of residents in terms of flood risk. Aggregating the effect of 

rationally behaving residents can reduce roughly up to 25% of the absolute residential flood 

risk in the EU. Boundedly rational residents, who in general underestimate risk, reduce risk 

by between 5% and 20%. While proactive governments are responsible for a large share in 

risk reduction compared to residents, the relative share of risk reduction taken on by both 

rational and boundedly rational residents largely outweighs the relative share taken on by 

reactive governments (Supplementary Material Fig. S6). When residents are rational while 

governments act reactively, they are projected to take on a share of more than 50% of the 

risk reduction over the period 2010-2080, and more than 75% in the initial years. If they 

are instead boundedly rational, they are still projected to take on 50% of the risk reduction. 

It should be noted that the absolute risk reduction for reactive governments is lower than 

that for proactive governments (Fig. 2). However, even when governments are proactive, 

the results indicate that rational residents can have a substantial share in the risk reduction 

(Supplementary Material Fig. S6). When residents are rational while governments are 

proactive, they are projected to take on a realtive share in risk reduction of more than 25% 

for the period until 2050. When instead they are reactive, the relative share is between 10% 

and 20%, as governments take on most of the risk reduction. This highlights the importance 

and the possible manoeuvre space for adaptation policies to stimulate individual residents 

to act in a more rational manner – for instance, through financial incentives that stimulate 

cost-effective DRR investments [29]. Furthermore, the difference between reactive and 

proactive government behaviour illustrates the potential benefit of macro-level DRR 

policies, such as the EU flood directive [30]. Our results indicate that a transition from a 

reactive to a proactive approach can reduce the risk by between €3.1 billion and €6.7 billion 

per year in 2050 and by between €14.4 and €18.5 billion per year in 2080. Moreover, the 

remaining risk after risk reduction through adaptation provides an updated projection for 

the size of the required future compensation funds or insurance schemes in the EU. 
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Fig. 2. Projection of fluvial flood risk for residential buildings in the EU from 2010 to 2080 under the 

RCP8.5-SSP5 scenario. The six combinations of behavioural types reveal significant differences in 

projected risk in residential areas, underlining the importance of including dynamic adaptive scenarios to 

understand the development of risk. This is further emphasized by the significant differences between the 

static ‘business-as-usual’ and the dynamic adaptation behaviour types. 

 

3.2 Behaviour and climate change projections 

 

Our results also indicate that including (individual) dynamic adaptive behaviour can 

outweigh the effects of climate-change scenarios in our risk projections. When residents 

adapt either in a rational or boundedly rational fashion and governments act proactively, 

flood risk for the RCP8.5-SSP5 scenario is 17% to 37% lower in the period after 2030 than 

in the RCP2.6-SSP1 scenario with static ‘2010 protection standard’ behaviour types. Flood 

risk under those conditions is 55% to 66% lower than in the RCP2.6-SSP1 scenario with 

the static ‘2010 protection height’ type (Supplementary Material Fig. S5). Even if 

governments adapt reactively under the RCP8.5-SSP5 scenario, the resulting flood risk is 

as low as in the RCP2.6-SSP1 scenario with the static ‘2010 protection height’ behaviour 

type. As we illustrate in Supplementary Material Table S6 for the EU member states, the 

spread in risk under different behaviour types overlaps between the RCP2.6-SSP1 and 

RCP8.5-SSP5 scenarios. With these modelling results, we argue that, depending on the 

behaviour of governments and residents, the behavioural signal will potentially outweigh 

the climate change signal in flood risk development. 

 

3.3 Interaction of behaviour and policy 
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Fig. 3 depicts a spatial representation of the share of protected residential buildings and the 

achieved protection standards in the year 2080. Both depictions assume the RCP8.5-SSP5 

scenario. On a micro level, the rational behaviour of residents leads, on average, to 27% 

higher protection rates than boundedly rational behaviour. The effect of rational adaptation 

on risk reduction by residents is large throughout the EU, but it is smaller for countries that 

already have very high protection standards, such as the Netherlands. Although 

government protection in Poland is lower, it is still relatively high with respect to the 

residential value exposed to floods, and residential protective activity is consequently low. 

This inverse relation between government protection and resident protective behaviour 

holds across countries, and is stronger when residents are boundedly rational 

(Supplementary Material Fig. 9). Other countries such as Austria also exhibit low 

residential protective activitiy, but here it is caused by declining risk. Our results also 

support the design of financial incentives (e.g. through insurance) to stimulate DRR by 

residents – for instance, by offering discounts on flood insurance premiums if loss-reducing 

measures are implemented [29]. Offering such discounts to those who limit risk can also 

resolve so-called moral hazard problems, which can occur when policyholders do not limit 

risk for properties for which they have insurance coverage. 

 

However, such insurance schemes need to be well designed to lead to effective behaviour 

changes and, for example, depend on whether the purchase of flood insurance is voluntary 

or mandatory. When flood insurance is voluntary, our additional analysis (SM §8) indicates 

that boundedly rational residents do not increase DRR following a discount on insurance 

premiums (Supplementary Material Fig. S7), as they are not inclined to buy insurance in 

the first place and hence do not receive insurance incentives for risk reduction 

(Supplementary Material Fig. S8). By contrast, when flood insurance is mandatory, 

boundedly rational residents increase the implementation of DRR measures by an average 

of 32% if a discount is offered on their insurance premiums, compared to a mandatory 

insurance scheme without discounts (Supplementary Material Fig. S7). The discount thus 

steers behaviour towards rational behaviour, which leads to, on average, 38% more risk 

reduction by residents compared to insurance that does not incentivize risk reduction 

(Supplementary Material Fig. S7). While the design of effective and viable insurance 
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schemes is complex [31–33], our analysis provides a bandwidth of the interplays between 

insurance incentives and behavioural effects with respect to DRR, and thus underlines the 

importance of including behavioural aspects when developing insurance schemes. 

 

Fig. 3 also indicates that proactive behaviour by governments leads to stepwise upgrading 

of flood-protection standards, while a reactive course leads to a decline in flood-protection 

standards and a consequent increase in risk. While the benefits of a proactive course are 

persistent throughout Europe, Fig. 3 indicates that it is especially important in flood-prone 

regions such as western Europe and parts of central and southern Europe. These projections 

emphasize the importance of pushing proactive DRR policies, as is done by the EU Flood 

Directive[30]. All conclusions are robust over the full range of scenarios and behaviour 

types (Supplementary Material Fig. S10-13). 

 
Fig. 3. Modelled public and residential protection for the EU in 2080 under the RCP8.5-SSP5 scenario. 

The percentage of residential buildings that are either elevated or flood-proofed differs strongly between 
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residents that are, (a) economically rationally risk-averse or (b) boundedly rational (meaning that they 

generally underestimate the probability of a flood except after an event). The protection standard 

implemented by governments differs strongly when governments act either (c) proactively (in six-year 

cycles) or (d) reactively (only after flood events). 
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3.4 Comparing risk reduction by governments and residents 
 

To prioritize DRR, it is relevant to assess what combination of adaptation by governments 

and households is most effective. Fig.4 illustrates how risk reduction can be achieved by 

government moving from being reactive to being proactive versus risk reduction achieved 

by stimulating residents to act rationally instead of boundedly rationally (see also 

Supplementary Material Tables S7-10). For many counries, up to 2030 stimulating rational 

resident behaviour will be more effective to achieve risk reduction than moving to more 

proactive government protection strategies. This is especially true for south-eastern 

European countries, where the expected damages are lower. However, even in countries 

with high flood exposure (Germany and the UK), up to 2030 stimulating rational resident 

behaviour will be equally effective as moving to proactive government protection. With 

further increasing risk towards 2050 and 2080, risk reduction by governments starts to 

outweigh the achievable risk reduction by residents for most EU member states. This is 

especially visible in western European countries such as the Netherlands, Belgium, France, 

and the UK, where large-scale infrastructure can effectively protect high-value areas. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Logarithmic scaled ratio between achievable risk reduction of governments versus residents 

when moving towards optimal behaviour for the RCP8.5-SSP5 scenario. The achievable expected annual 

damage (EAD) reduction is the reduction in EAD when moving from reactive to proactive governments 

(residents remain boundedly rational) or from boundedly rational to rational residents (governments remain 

reactive). The logarithmic scaled ratio between these two allows for easy comparison of weight. Green signals 

that stimulate optimal resident behaviour leads to higher achievable EAD reduction; purple signals that 

stimulate optimal government behaviour leads to higher achievable EAD reduction. 
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4. Discusion and conclusion 

 

The recent flood disasters in the US and Asia, and the projections of increasing climate 

risks and extreme events, again demonstrate the urgent need to improve disaster-reduction 

policies, as underlined by the international agreement on L&D [34] and the Sendai 

Framework for DRR [35]. Such policies rely on accurate risk-assessment methods. Our 

multi-disciplinary modelling approach which includes behavioural adaptation offers a tool 

to significantly improve quantitative assessments of risk and adaptation [4]. Scientific 

advances in modelling complexity and human behaviour cover decades of work, and 

although there is no real consensus about what method fits a certain application best [36], 

it is commonly agreed that human behaviour is often neglected in quantitative risk 

assessment approaches in the environmental sciences [12,37]. Uncertainty regarding 

modelling projections remains due to a lack of empirical research into the influence of 

human decision-making on vulnerability over time, especially in face of low-probability / 

high-impact events. While we base our modelling on established economic models of 

behaviour and emperical data from surveys, additional empirical research is required to 

calibrate and validate the complex adaptive behaviour. Nonetheless, by focusing on 

established flood-risk-assessment models, including risk perception, and integrating 

established behavioural theories, our study indicates that individual behaviour indeed plays 

an important role in risk trends. 

 

Our methods – which are transferable to other regions and other natural hazards such as 

storm surges, extreme winds, and earthquakes – provide a means to quantitatively analyse 

the potential manoeuvre space for DRR policies, taking into account dynamic decision-

making processes. Moreover, our study provides a method to project the residual risk that 

needs to be covered by L&D policies, for instance through flood insurance mechanisms 

[31]. Not only can flood insurance cover risk, but as demonstrated here, residents can be 

stimulated via premium discounts to implement DRR measures at the building level. This 

could also aid in alleviating the increased stress on existing compensation mechanisms, 

such as the EU Solidarity Fund (EUSF) [5].  
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Although this study captures some key processes and agents in dynamics adaptation, future 

research may explore dynamic behaviour in more detail [11–13]. For instance, emerging 

cross-basin, cross-country cooperations, such as the International Commission for the 

Protection of the Rhine (ICPR) can have a positive influence on adaptation strategies. 

Cities, which are increasingly developing their own adaptation strategies (e.g. C40, 

National League of Cities), could prove to be an important agent to include. For these future 

efforts, we stress the importance of integrating the enormous aggregate potential of 

individual adaptive behaviour that DRR policies could tap into. Thus, it is imperative for 

DRR research to shift its focus toward integrating individual adaptive behaviour and 

interactions with the main stakeholders involved in DRR [4]. 
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1. Modeling approach summary 

Figure S1 depicts the modelling flow and the input data for the behavioural risk model, 
which is summarized here and described in more detail in the subsequent sections. This is 
the first model that integrates dynamic adaptive behaviour of residents and governments 
on the continental scale, with changing fluvial flood risk and socio-economic conditions. 
The core strength is, therefore, the addition of adaptive behaviour of both residents and 
governments to a scientifically sound and acknowledged flood risk assessment model. For 
purpose of clarity, the flood risk assessment methods will be described first, followed by 
the behavioural approaches.  
 

 
 
Fig. S1. Model framework. 
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While shown schematically here, all calculations are made on a 30″ x 30″ 
resolution, spatially explicit grid of the European Union, including all main river basins. 
At the start of each simulation (i.e. 2010), residents are unprotected, but all grid cells have 
a baseline protection standard against river floods, derived from the FLOPROS database 
(Scussolini et al., 2016), and a baseline dike-height associated with the flood protection 
standard (Supplementary Section 2). The protection standard is the flood return period 
against which a dike protects, i.e. a 5-, 10-, 25-, 50-, 100-, 250-, 500-, or 1,000-year flood 
(Supplementary Section 3).  

During each model time-step, which represents one year, the flood volume and 
inundation heights for each return period simulated by the hydrological and hydraulic 
GLOFRIS model cascade (Supplementary Section 3) are updated. Due to changing flood 
volume heights over time as a result of climate change, protection standards can become 
lower if dike heights are not increased to the new flood volume heights. In addition to the 
changing flood risk, each time-step, GDP, and population size in each grid cell change 
following the shared socio-economic pathway (SSP) projections (van Vuuren et al., 2007) 
(Supplementary Section 4). The change in GDP, which represents economic growth, drives 
a change in land-use values, which are derived from the CORINE database (EEA, 2014) 
(Supplementary Section 5), and the change in population size drives a change in residential 
building surface in each grid cell (Supplementary Section 5). During each time-step, floods 
can occur stochastically in any EU NUTS 3 region (Supplementary Section 6). Finally, 
based on both the changed climatic and socio-economic conditions for each grid cell at 
each time-step, residents (Supplementary Section 7) and governments (Supplementary 
Section 9) can display adaptive behaviour by implementing DRR measures. Additionally, 
we analysed how the availability of flood insurance and incentives to reduce risk change 
adaptive behaviour (Supplementary Section 8). Depending on the behavioural types 
described in this section, the occurrence of a flood might drive this adaptive behaviour. To 
provide a comprehensive analysis, we run the model for different climate- and socio-
economic scenarios (representative concentration pathways (RCPs) and different SSPs, 
respectively), and six combinations of behaviour types for residents and governments. 
 
Scenarios 
 
Although in principle all RCPs can be linked to all SSPs, we run the model for two plausible 
combination scenarios that represent a lower and upper bound to climate change; RCP2.6-
SSP1 and RCP8.5-SSP5. Previous studies (Veldkamp et al., 2016; Winsemius et al., 2016) 
have shown the applicability of these combinations for hydrological risk research.   

 
• RCP2.6-SSP1: Under RCP 2.6, ambitious greenhouse gas emission reductions are 

achieved, leading to a radiative forcing of 2.6 W/m2 by 2100. The pathway matches 
with the SSP1 pathway, which is the sustainable green road SSP. Under SSP1, the 
world shifts gradually to a society that respects perceived environmental 
boundaries.  
 

• RCP8.5-SSP5: The RCP 8.5 represents a pathway where fossil fuels are the 
dominant energy source, with no policy change to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. Emissions in this pathway lead to a radiative forcing of 8.5 W/m2 by 
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2100. The pathway matches with the SSP5 pathway, which is the fossil-fuel based 
SSP. SSP5 is characterized by increased globalization and a rapid development in 
developing countries.  

 
Behaviour types 
 
We run the model for six combinations of resident and government behaviour types as 
shown in Table S1 and described further below. Combinations 1-4 represent dynamic 
adaptive behaviour. As we model flood events stochastically, the behaviour of the 
residential and government agents can vary under a similar model setup. To account for 
this stochasticity, we run all combinations 50 times. Combinations 5 and 6, in which 
governments show static behaviour and residents do not adapt, are business-as-usual 
(BAU) representing common approaches in flood risk assessment studies. These 
simulations are also run 50 times. We run all simulations on a high performance computing 
(HPC)1 cluster to facilitate modelling micro-level behaviour at macro-scale with multiple 
repetitions. 

 
Table S1. Combinations of resident and government behaviour types for which the model is 
run. 
Combination of 
behaviour types 

Resident behaviour type Government behaviour type 

1 Rational residents Proactive governments 
2 Rational residents Reactive governments 
3 Boundedly rational residents Proactive governments  
4 Boundedly rational residents Reactive governments 
5  Residents do not adapt 2010 protection heights 
6  Residents do not adapt 2010 protection standards 

 
Table S2 provides a short description for the behaviour types for residents and 
governments. The first two resident behaviour types are adaptive, in which residents can 
take action on a year-to-year basis. The last resident behaviour type is the BAU type 
representing the common approach of neglecting micro-level behaviour in flood risk 
assessment studies. Supplementary Section 7 describes the adaptive behaviour of residents 
in detail. Moreover, we analyse a case-study on policy incentives from insurance to steer 
adaptive behaviour, which is described in supplementary section 8. 
 
The first two behaviour types of governments are dynamic adaptive behaviour in which 
governments potentially take action on a yearly basis. The latter two government types are 
BAU types, which follow common assumptions on adaptation in many climate impact 
studies (Feyen et al., 2012; Hallegatte et al., 2013; Hirabayashi et al., 2013; Jongman et al., 
2012, 2014; Rojas et al., 2013). These serve as a comparison to show the importance of 
including dynamic behaviour in flood risk assessments and Supplementary Section 7 
describes the adaptive behaviour in detail.  
  

                                                 
1The LISA HPC cluster facility of SURFsara: https://www.surf.nl/en/about-surf/subsidiaries/surfsara/ 
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Table S2. Brief description of behaviour types 
Resident behaviour types 
Rational residents 
 

Under this type, it is assumed that residents make fully informed rational decisions 
to either elevate newly developed buildings or dry-proof residential buildings, if 
these are the most cost-effective measures for these types of buildings (38). Adaptive 
behaviour for rational residents is represented by a model of subjective discounted 
expected utility theory (39). We apply the expected utility theory because it is the 
standard economic model of individual behaviour under risk. Rational residents are 
fully informed about the flood risk they face, and therefore consider the probability 
of a flood to be equal to the objectively calculated return period of a flood (SI §3).   

Boundedly rational residents The assumption of fully rational behaviour is often criticized, as individuals are 
likely to be bounded by limited information processing capacities and limited 
information availability (Filatova et al., 2009; Petrolia et al., 2013; Safarzyńska et 
al., 2013; Simon, 1972). Therefore, under this type, residents are bounded rational. 
Although they also follow a model of subjective discounted expected utility theory, 
their perception of risk is low if no flood occurs for a period of time, or high after a 
flood event. Consequently, they overestimate the probability of a flood after a flood 
event, and generally underestimate the probability in periods without flooding. This 
behaviour is in line with empirical observations, which show that people are 
generally less inclined to take action before a flood (Bubeck et al., 2012; Kunreuther, 
1996; Thieken et al., 2007), that a flood event triggers a response seen in both loss-
reducing investments (Bubeck et al., 2012; Thieken et al., 2007) and the housing 
market (Bin and Landry, 2013), and that after a flood, behaviour returns to prior 
conditions over time (Bin and Landry, 2013; Kunreuther, 1996).  

Residents do not adapt Under this behavioural type, residents are assumed not to adapt. As adaptive 
behaviour of residents is commonly not taken into account in climate impact 
projections (1), this type is the baseline. 

Government behaviour types 
Proactive governments Under this type, governments decide whether or not to increase dike heights to 

improve protection standards in regular decision cycles of six years or after a flood 
event (whichever is faster). This behaviour is modelled after the decision cycle in 
the Netherlands, which is one of the most proactive countries in the EU on flood risk 
management.   

Reactive governments Under this type, governments only decide whether or not to increase dike heights to 
improve protection standards after a flood event. This reactive behaviour is 
commonly seen in countries with flood-prone regions (IPCC, 2012).   

2010 protection height This type projects flood risk as it would occur under the assumption that no adaptive 
actions by governments are taken. With constant protection heights, and increasing 
water levels associated with different return periods, protection standards will drop. 
While this behavioural assumption is unrealistic, it is the common approach of many 
studies (Hirabayashi et al., 2013; Jongman et al., 2012).   

2010 protection standard This type represents flood risk projections if protection standards are kept constant. 
This means that dikes are heightened for each time-step when river discharges 
increase to offer the same protection standard as in 2010. This approach has been 
applied recently (Jongman et al., 2014), but is still a static assumption that does not 
represent the adaptive nature of humans. 
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2. Protection standards and dike protection heights 
 

For each grid cell (30″ x 30″) we derive the initial protection standards (i.e. for the year 
2010) from the FLOPROS database (Scussolini et al., 2016), which is an evolving global 
database of flood protection standards. Additionally, we calculate the initial protection 
height (dike height) in each grid cell with a river is set to the flood volume height 
(Supplementary Section 3) of the return period associated with the dike’s protection 
standard. For example, if the protection standard is 100 years according to FLOPROS, and 
the flood volume height associated with the return period of 100 years is 2 meters as 
modelled by GLOFRIS, than the initial protection height is set to 2 meters. For FLOPROS 
protection standards that fall between the modelled return periods (i.e. 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 
250, 500, and 1,000 years), we extrapolate the initial protection height. 
 
Due to increasing flood volumes as a result of climate change in many river basins 
(Supplementary Section 3), the protection standard offered by the dike decreases if the 
flood volume becomes higher than the protection height. For example:  
 
As schematically shown in Fig. S2, the protection standard at time-step t is 100 years and 
the protection height h is 2 meters in a river grid cell. In time-step t+1 the flood volume 
associated with a 100-year return period increases to 2.10 meters. As this surpasses the 
dike-height, the protection standard is no longer 100 years. The new protection standard is 
set to the first return period below the 100-year return period for which the protection 
height does protect (for instance to 50 years, if the flood volume associated with that return 
period is below 2 meters). Whether or not protection standards are upheld after 2010 
depends on the adaptive behaviour of governments, who can decide to increase protection 
height h to the new flood volume height (Supplementary Section 7).  
 

 
Fig. S2. Schematic representation of changing protection standards due to changing flood 
risk. With increasing flood volume height at t+1, the protection standard of the dike drops 
from a 100-year to a 50-year flood event, even though protection heights remain at the 
same level as at t.    
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3. Flood hazard and flood risk projections 
 
Flood hazard datasets, for rivers, for all grid cells (30″ x 30″) for the RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 
pathways are obtained from earlier studies that use the GLOFRIS modelling cascade (Ward 
et al., 2013; Winsemius et al., 2013, 2016) and applied in this study. For clarity purposes, 
we summarize the model as described in (Ward et al., 2013; Winsemius et al., 2013, 2016); 
the GLOFRIS modelling cascade applies (I) hydrological and hydrodynamic modelling to 
construct daily time-series of flood volumes, (II) extreme value statistics to obtain flood 
volumes for different return periods, and (III) inundation modelling to convert the flood 
volume to inundation maps for different return periods.  
 
(I)  Using metrological input data (precipitation, temperature, global radiation), the 

GLOFRIS modelling cascade simulates daily gridded discharge and flood volumes 
at a 0.5° x 0.5° resolution (Van Beek et al., 2011). The GLOFRIS model is forced 
with EU-WATCH data for the period 1960–1999, representing climate conditions 
in 1980 (Weedon et al., 2011). For future climate conditions, the GLOFRIS model 
is forced with daily bias-corrected outputs (Hempel et al., 2013) from five global 
climate models (GCMs): HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC-ESM-CHEM, 
GFDL-ESM2M, and NorESM1-M. In this study, we use the climate conditions 
modelled for the periods 2030–2069 and 2060–2099 representing climate 
conditions in 2050 and 2080, respectively.  

 
(II)  The GLOFRIS model cascade obtains annual hydrological year time-series of 

maximum flood volumes from the daily gridded flood volumes (Ward et al., 2013). 
By fitting a Gumbel distribution, and by using the resulting Gumbel parameters, 
The GLOFRIS model cascades estimates flood volumes for each grid cell (0.5° x 
0.5°) for different return periods: 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 250, 500, and 1,000 years. 

 
(III)  The GLOFRIS model cascades converts the 0.5° x 0.5° flood volume maps to 30″ 

x 30″ inundation maps using the inundation downscaling model of GLOFRIS 
(Winsemius et al., 2013). In this study, we model adaptation in year-to-year time-
steps, and therefore we convert the static inundation maps to maps of yearly 
inundation change, by linearly extrapolating inundation depths for each return 
period for each cell between 1980 and 2050, and 2050 and 2080. 

   
We use the obtained datasets produced by the GLOFRIS model cascade to determine the 
flood risk from rivers, expressed in the common monetary metric of expected annual 
damage (EAD). In this study, we take into account the loss-reducing measures 
implemented in residential buildings when calculating the EAD. The EAD is determined 
each time-step for each grid cell by approximating the integral of damages for each return 
period under the exceedance probability curve. In short, the estimated damage for one 
return period for a grid cell is a function of (a) the maximum value in the grid cell that can 
be damaged, (b) the inundation depth for the return period, and (c) the depth-damage 
relation, which describes the relation between the inundation depth and the percentage of 
the maximum value that is damaged. Equation S1 shows the stylized form of the integral. 
For each grid cell n, the EAD is calculated by approximating the integral over a set of 
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events I, with a probability pi for each event i. The events I are floods with different return 
periods, or the event i in which no flood occurs. The probability p is the inverse of the 
return period (e.g. for a 100-year return period, p = 0.01). The damage D caused by an 
event i in a grid cell n is a function of the inundation depth of the event, inun, and the depth-
damage curve, ddc. Furthermore, if dikes offer a protection standard PS against an event i, 
then D is zero for that event (e.g. if the protection standard is 50 years, then the events with 
a return period of 5, 10, 25, and 50 years cause zero damage). 
 

(𝑆𝑆1)      𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛 =  � 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑛𝑛(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑛𝑛,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛,𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙/𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟,𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆)𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝
𝑝𝑝𝐼𝐼

𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖
 

 
Maximum damage and depth-damage curves are specific to country and land-use class, luc 
(Supplementary Section 5). In addition to a land-use class, each grid cell has a share of 
residential building surface, which changes over time, as well as a specific maximum 
damage and depth-damage curve res (Supplementary Section 5). Parts of the residential 
building surface in a grid cell can be elevated or dry-proofed, depending on the adaptive 
behaviour displayed by residents in each time-step (Supplementary Section 7). If, for 
example, a building is elevated by 1 meter, then the depth-damage curve for the elevated 
area in a grid cell effectively shifts upwards by 1 meter (i.e. the first meter of inundation 
has no effect, after which the normal depth-damage curve is applied). If dry-proofed, 85% 
(Aerts and Botzen, 2011) of the expected damage for each event i for the dry-proofed 
residential surface area is reduced, but only if the inundation depth remains below 1 meter 
(Aerts and Botzen, 2011).  
 
The EAD in each grid cell is thus the sum of the EAD for the land-use class, and the EAD 
for residential building. The EAD for residential building is the sum of the EAD for 
elevated residential building surface area, the EAD for dry-proofed residential building 
surface area, and the EAD for unprotected residential building surface area.   
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4. SSP projections 
 

For each time-step, in each grid cell (30″ x 30″) both GDP and population increases or 
decreases depending on the socio-economic scenario used. We derive this change in GDP 
and population from projections for the socio-economic pathways SSP1 and SSP5, which 
are generated in earlier studies (van Vuuren et al., 2007) by external-input-based 
downscaling for population, convergence-based downscaling for GDP and emissions, and 
linear algorithms to reach grid levels (van Vuuren et al., 2007). We converted the static 
data for the current, short-, and long-term projections (2010, 2030, 2100, respectively) into 
yearly change per grid cell by linearly extrapolating between the static projections in each 
grid cell. 
 
The SSP1 scenario ‘sustainability’, which here is coupled to the RCP2.6 climate change 
scenario, represents a path with few challenges for greenhouse gas mitigation (O’Neill et 
al., 2014). The SSP5 scenario ‘fossil-fuelled development’, which is coupled to the RCP8.5 
climate change scenario here, represents a path with high challenges to greenhouse gas 
mitigation (O’Neill et al., 2014). The GDP growth is used to model changing values 
(Supplementary Section 5), and the population growth is used to model change in 
residential building surface (Supplementary Section 5). 
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5. Land-use data and residential building surface projections 
 

Each grid cell (30″ x 30″) has: (a) a specific land-use class, and (b) a dynamically changing 
percentage of residential building surface, of which a share is possibly protected by 
elevation or dry-proofing, depending on the adaptive behaviour of residents 
(Supplementary Section 8).  
 
(a) Each grid cell is assigned a land-use class based on the CORINE Land Cover 2012 
dataset (Huizinga, 2007). Each land-use class has a country-specific depth-damage curve 
and associated maximum value (Huizinga, 2007), similar to the EU-wide flood damage 
modelling approach of Jongman et al. (Jongman et al., 2014). As there are no consistent 
future land-use projections (Jongman et al., 2014), the spatial distribution of land-use 
classes remains fixed. To account for economic growth, the value of the exposed assets is 
scaled to reflect the change in GDP, similar to Jongman et al. (Jongman et al., 2014).  
 
(b) For residential areas, the existing CORINE dataset has three limitations that we address 
by providing an improved analysis. The first limitation is that the residential surface area, 
expressed as the percentage of a cell, does not change over time, while in reality changes 
can significantly influence adaptive behaviour. The second limitation is that only specific 
land-use classes, such as urban and semi-urban, have a residential surface, while in reality 
all land-use classes can have a residential surface. The third limitation is that the dataset 
shows residential surface, not residential building surface. As the cost of adaptation for 
residents is based on building surface, the CORINE dataset does not provide the detail 
needed for estimating these costs. To overcome these limitations, here we provide a more 
realistic estimate by using the following steps. First, we remove the low-detail percentage 
of residential area estimate for each 30″ x 30″ grid cell from the CORINE dataset. Second, 
we replace it with a spatial-temporally explicit estimate of percentage of residential 
building surface. In short, the future estimate for each grid cell is derived from the relation 
between population density and the current percentage of residential building surface. The 
function is obtained by overlapping high-resolution population density data (GEOSTAT2) 
with high-detail object-level data (OpenStreetMap). As OpenStreetMap (OSM) data is 
incomplete for Europe, a selection of regions is made which shows: (1) complete coverage 
of building data, and (2) a uniform spread of population density. Table S3 presents the 
coordinates of the selected regions. Fig. S3.A shows the basic principle of the analysis. In 
brief, we estimate the relation between population density and the percentage of residential 
building surface by applying a regression analysis. To determine the most appropriate 
functional form of the regression, we compared the Akaike information criterion (AIC) of 
different regression models, and found that the power regression function shown in Fig. 
S3.B performs best. We applied the relation shown in Fig. S3.B to each grid cell in each 
time-step, as shown in equation S2.  

                                                 
2 The GEOSTAT dataset contains high-resolution (1 km x 1 km) population data for Europe, obtained from 
the national bureau of statistics of each country.  
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Fig. S3. A: Gridded population density data at 1 km2 resolution (GEOSTAT) and 
residential object data (OSM). The percentage of residential building surface area is 
calculated for each grid cell. B: The resulting relation between the percentage of 
residential building surface (S) and population density (pop). 
 
As population changes over time in each grid cell (Supplementary Section 4), so does the 
percentage of residential building surface St. Residential building surface does not 
deteriorate if population density decreases.  

 

 (𝑆𝑆2)     𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 = �
0.07819𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡0.6002

 
𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡

                
𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓 0.07819𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡0.6002 >  𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡−1

 
𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓 0.07819𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡0.6002 ≤  𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡−1

 

 
For each grid cell, the percentage of residential building surface in a cell is further 
subdivided into four categories. The St,unprotected, existing and St,new are inputs for the adaptive 
behaviour of residents, and they can become St,dry-proofed, existing or St,elevated, existing as a result 
of this behaviour (Supplementary Section 7). All surface categories are inputs for the 
calculation of risk, as different surfaces have different depth-damage curves, as described 
in Supplementary Section 3. The categories, shown schematically in Fig. S4, are:   

 
• St,unprotected, existing: Existing, unprotected (not dry-proofed, not elevated), residential 

building surface at time-step t, expressed as a percentage of total cell surface. 
• St,dry-proofed, existing: Existing, dry-proofed, residential building surface at time-step t, 

expressed as a percentage of total cell surface. 
• St,elevated, existing:  Existing, elevated, residential building surface at time-step t, 

expressed as a percentage of total cell surface. 
• St,new: Newly developed residential building surface at time-step t, expressed as a 

percentage of total cell surface. 
 

The percentage of newly developed residential area St,new is modelled as: St,new = St – St-1. 
Depending on the residents’ adaptive behaviour, St,new becomes part of either St,elevated or 
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St,unprotected, existing, depending on the adaptive behaviour choice described in Supplementary 
Section 7.  

 
 

 
Fig. S4. Schematic representation of a grid cell. Each grid cell has a specific land-use class, 
and can contain: (1) existing, unprotected, residential building surface, (2) existing, dry-
proofed, residential building surface, (3) existing, elevated, residential building surface, 
and (4) newly developed residential building surface.  
 
Table S3. Selected regions for analysing the relation between population density and residential 
building surface. All regions show: (1) complete coverage of building data, and (2) a uniform 
spread of population density. 

  WGS coordinates 
Included urban 

centre 
Area 
(km2) 

East 
longitude 

West 
longitude 

South 
latitude 

North 
latitude 

Berlin 1,311 12.72 13.47 52.44 52.69 
Innsbruck 1,136 11.07 11.69 47.17 47.39 

Paris 515 2.07 2.48 48.78 48.97 
Prague 1,226 14.27 14.99 49.92 50.17 

Rotterdam 2,098 3.97 4.88 51.65 52.00 
Salzburg 1,327 12.69 13.39 47.71 47.96 
Verona 1,313 17.96 18.58 59.21 59.39 

Stockholm 541 10.77 11.41 45.33 45.58 
Total area (km2) 9,468     
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6. Flood events 
 

During each time-step, floods occur in each NUTS 3 region following the probability 
associated with the different return periods (e.g. a 1 in 100 year event i has a yearly 
probability of occurring of pi = 0.01). If a flood occurred, the damage D is calculated as the 
function of (1) the inundation depth for return period i in each grid cell in the NUTS 3 
region, and (2) the depth-damage curve as described in detail in Supplementary Section 3.  
 
In this study, we focus on damage to residential surface. The damage D is corrected for 
any residential loss-reducing measures (elevation and dry-proofing – Supplementary 
Section 3). This means that for the elevated residential building surface in a grid cell, the 
depth-damage curve is shifted upward by 1 meter. For a dry-proofed residential building 
surface, this means that 85% of the damage is reduced if the inundation depth remains 
below 1 meter (Aerts and Botzen, 2011). Depending on the behaviour type, the occurrence 
of a flood can trigger adaptive behaviour from residents (Supplementary Section 7) or 
governments (Supplementary Section 9).    
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7. Adaptive behaviour by residents 
 

We model the adaptive behaviour by residents for each time-step for high resolution grid 
cells (30″ x 30″), which is done separately for the existing unprotected residential area, 
Sunprotected, existing, and the newly developed residential area, Snew. Adaptive behaviour by 
residents in each grid cell follows a subjective discounted expected utility (DEU) model as 
shown in equation S3, which depends on rational or boundedly rational perceptions of 
flood risk. For each time-step in each grid cell, the DEU is calculated and compared for 
two strategies: 

 
Strategy 1: implement a loss-reducing measure (elevation or dry-proofing), or 
Strategy 2: do nothing, thus accepting the flood risk.  
 

For both Sunprotected, existing and Snew, the strategy that yields the highest DEU is taken. For 
Sunprotected, existing, studies have shown that the most cost-effective loss-reducing measure is 
dry-proofing (Aerts and Botzen, 2011), and therefore the decision is made based on dry-
proofing as the loss-reducing measure.  
 
For Sunprotected, existing, if strategy 1 yields the highest DEU then Sunprotected, existing becomes Sdry-

proofed, existing. Dry-proofing reduces damage caused by inundation of up to 1 meter by 85% 
(Aerts and Botzen, 2011). Inundation above 1 meter overtops the dry-proofing, causing full 
damage. For newly developed residential buildings, studies have shown that elevation is 
the most cost-effective measure (Aerts and Botzen, 2011), and therefore the decision for 
the newly developed residential area is made based on elevating buildings.  
 
For Snew, if strategy 1 yields the highest DEU then Snew becomes Selevated, existing. Elevation is 
of up to 1 meter, which is considered optimal by FEMA (FEMA, 2014) because this 
average height prevents considerable flood damage costs, and does not disrupt landscape 
views or city planning policies. Note that for each grid cell, equation S3 is consequently 
used four times; twice to compare the two strategies for Sunprotected, existing, and twice to 
compare the two strategies for Snew. Table S4 summarizes the differences between the 
adaptive behaviour types. The DEU equation is as follows: 

 
 

(𝑆𝑆3)       𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟 = � 𝛽𝛽𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝐷𝐷(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟)𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝
𝑝𝑝𝐼𝐼

𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖
=  � 𝛽𝛽𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖,𝛽𝛽𝐷𝐷�

𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟
𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡,𝑟𝑟

�
𝑝𝑝𝐼𝐼

𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝

=  � 𝛽𝛽𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖�
∑ 𝑊𝑊𝑡𝑡 − 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡,𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟

(1 + 𝑓𝑓)𝑡𝑡 − 𝐶𝐶0,𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟
𝑇𝑇
𝑡𝑡=1

1 − (1 + 𝑓𝑓)−𝑇𝑇
𝑓𝑓

�
𝑝𝑝𝐼𝐼

𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝 

 
 

DEUstr: We apply a DEU model that includes a discount rate r for individual time 
preferences. For Sunprotected, existing, the DEUstr of dry-proofing (strategy 1) is compared to the 
DEUstr of doing nothing (strategy 2), and the strategy that yields the highest value is taken. 
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For Snew, the DEUstr for elevation (strategy 1) is compared to the DEUstr of doing nothing 
(strategy 2).   
 
pi: Each event i has a specific probability p of occurring, equal to the inverse of the return 
period of event i (e.g. a 100-year return period has a p of 0.01). Individual perceptions of 
pi can be either rational or boundedly rational as determined by the factor β described 
below.  
 
I: The DEUstr is calculated as the approximation of the integral over a set of events I with 
different return periods i. The inundation depths for the set of events are generated by the 
GLOFRIS flood hazard model cascade for the return periods of 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 250, 
500, and 1,000 years. The set of events I includes the probability that no flood occurs, 
which has a probability above the highest return period included here; a return period of 5 
years. 
 
i: One event in the set of events I with a specific return period and specific inundation 
depth.  
 
β: The factor β represents a perception of residents which is dependent on the objective 
probability p of an event i. In the ‘rational residents’ behaviour type, residents behave in a 
fully informed way, such that they perceive the probability p of an event i equal to the 
inverse of the return period, and thus β=1. In the ‘boundedly rational residents’ behaviour 
type, residents have a variable perception of risk. This causes them to overestimate the 
probability of a flood if one has just occurred, which later declines and subsequently results 
in an underestimation if a flood does not occur. We adapted the methodology by Haer et 
al. (Haer et al., 2016) in stylized form, such that β = 102αt−1 for boundedly rational 
residents, where αt = 1 if a flood occurs in the NUTS 3 region where the resident resides, 
and αt = αt-1 / 1.6 if no flood occurs. For details on the empirical data used for calibrating 
these equations, we refer to Haer et al. (Haer et al., 2016).  

 
U(x): Similarly to the approach of Haer et al. (Haer et al., 2016), residents follow the 
general utility function 𝐷𝐷(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑥𝑥1−𝛿𝛿 1 − 𝛿𝛿⁄ , which is a function of constant relative risk 
aversion (Bombardini and Trebbi, 2012; Harrison et al., 2007). In line with common 
findings (Bombardini and Trebbi, 2012; Harrison et al., 2007), residents are modelled to 
be slightly risk-averse. This is represented here with a δ of 1, in which case 𝐷𝐷(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥.   
 
EABstr: As the probability p is expressed in probability per year, the NPV is transformed 
into a yearly monetary amount, the equivalent annual benefits (EAB), which is obtained by 
dividing the NPV by the present value of the annuity factor, At,r.  
 
At,r: The present value of the annuity factor, calculated as: (1 − (1 + 𝑓𝑓)−𝑇𝑇)/𝑓𝑓.  
 
r: The discount rate represents the rate of pure time preference for residents. Following Tol 
(Tol, 2008), the discount rate r is set to 3%.  
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NPVstr: The NPV of the strategy’s costs (the investment costs of either elevation, dry-
proofing, or doing nothing) or the costs of doing nothing, and the benefits (potential 
damage reduction).  
 
T: The DEU is calculated over the lifespan of the loss-reducing measure. The lifespan of 
dry-proofing is 75 years (Aerts and Botzen, 2011), and there is no reported lifespan for 
elevation. Here it is set to 100 years, similar to the life-span of dikes, which we argue is a 
reasonable assumption because of the long lifespan of buildings in Europe. Considering 
that both investment costs and damages are discounted based on time preferences, slightly 
increasing or decreasing this lifespan value has no considerable effect on the model results.  
 
t: Time-step. Each time-step is one year.  
 
W: The wealth (value) of the residential area of either Sunprotected, existing or Snew. This is 
calculated by multiplying either the Sunprotected, existing or Snew at time-step t by the specific 
area of the grid cell and the value per m2 of residential buildings. The value per m2 is 
country-specific, following Huizinga et al. (Huizinga, 2007), and is corrected at time-step 
t for economic growth (Supplementary Section 4). 
 
Di,t: The damage associated with an event i at time-step t. Damage is calculated following 
the approach described in Supplementary Section 3 under climate conditions at time-step 
t. Protection standards are taken into account when deciding to take loss-reducing measures 
(strategy 1). In the case of doing nothing (strategy 2), it is assumed that full damage is 
incurred and that residents have a notion of increasing risk due to climate change. In the 
‘rational residents’ type, residents are fully informed and they ‘know’ the relative increase 
in risk for their country of residence. The estimated damage Di,t at each time-step t over the 
period T is adjusted accordingly. In the ‘boundedly rational residents’ type, residents 
estimate risk as being somewhere between the relative increase of risk for their country 
and zero increase in risk. This value for boundedly rational residents differs for each grid 
cell and is determined from a random-uniform distribution at the start of each 2010–2080 
simulation, and represents imperfect knowledge about how climate change influences 
flood risk.  
 
C0: Investment costs for the loss-reducing measure. The investment costs for elevating new 
buildings are estimated at €31.08 per surface (m2) per height (m) (converted from dollars 
(Aerts and Botzen, 2011)). The total investment costs for elevation are the cost per m2 
multiplied by the percentage of new residential building surface Snew and the grid cell area. 
Dry-proofing is more complex, and includes a water sealant for the walls (unit: length 
(m)/height (m)), a drainage line around the perimeter (unit: length (m)/height (m)), flood 
shields for doors and windows (unit: m2 per building), plumbing check valves (unit: 
number per building), and sump and sump pump (unit: number per building). We translated 
all costs into an average cost per meter length and meter height, resulting in €165.71 per 
meter length per meter height of dry-proofing. Furthermore, using the same approach as in 
Supplementary Section 4, we derived a relation between residential building surface and 
residential building perimeter. We find that a power function best describes this relation, 
as an increase in surface leads to an increase in perimeter, but with a decline in the marginal 
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increase of the perimeter. The resulting equation for the costs of dry-proofing per grid cell 
is as follows:   
 
(𝑆𝑆4)     𝐶𝐶0,𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑−𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝 = 165.71 × (5.296 ×  (𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑,𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝 × 𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙_𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎)0.736) 
 
 
Table S4. Summary of differences between types of adaptive behaviour of residents. 
Type Characteristics of residential adaptive behaviour 
Rational residents 
(Dynamic) 

• Rational residents know the estimated relative increase in 
risk for their country of residence, and apply this increase 
factor when determining the DEU (equation S3) or EU 
(equation S5). 

• Rational residents have perfect knowledge of the probability 
of an event. The perception β of the probability p is objective, 
such that β = 1. 

Boundedly rational 
residents 
(Dynamic) 

• Boundedly rational residents have imperfect knowledge on 
how risk will develop. For each country and each grid cell, 
the increase factor used in the DEU (equation S5) or EU 
(equation S7) equations is random-uniform between the 
relative risk increase in the country and zero. 

• The perception β of the probability p is subjective, such that 
𝛽𝛽 = 102αt−1. If a flood occurs, αt = 1. If no flood occurs at 
time-step t, αt = αt-1 / 1.6. This causes risk to be overestimated 
immediately after a flood, after which the perceived 
probability declines to an underestimation of risk. 

No residential adaptation 
(Static) 

• There is no adaptive behaviour in residential areas. 
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8. Insurance uptake behaviour by residents 
 
In addition to the main analysis of adaptive behaviour, we also  investigate the case where 
either voluntary or mandatory flood insurance is available, and where residents gain 
incentives to reduce risk or not. A large variety of flood insurance arrangements exist in 
different EU countries, including voluntary and mandatory markets and arrangements with 
flat insurance premiums that do not depend on risk and with premiums that depend on the 
flood risk faced by policyholders (Porrini and Schwarze, 2014). For this analysis, we 
explore how risk changes under four stylized scenarios of insurance systems which capture 
the diversity of flood insurance in the EU. 
 

• Insurance uptake is voluntary, and premium discounts are offered if residents 
implement loss-reducing measures, such as dry-proofing or elevating. 

• Insurance uptake is voluntary, and premium discounts are not offered, even if 
residents reduced their risk. This is now common in the EU, but it leads to high 
premiums that do not represent reduced risk.  

• Insurance uptake is mandatory, and premium discounts are offered if residents 
implement loss-reducing measures, such as dry-proofing or elevating. 

• Insurance uptake is mandatory, and premium discounts are not offered, even if 
residents reduced their risk. 

 
Following (Haer et al., 2016), we assume that there is a deductible (δ) of 10%, and that the 
flood premiums are fair premiums based on the flood risk. Voluntary flood insurance can 
be taken or cancelled every year, and therefore insurance behaviour by residents in each 
grid cell follows a normal subjective expected utility (EU) model as shown in equation S5. 
If flood insurance is mandatory, residents simply have insurance. For each time-step in 
each grid cell, the EU is calculated and compared for two strategies: 

 
strategy 1: take insurance, accepting the deductible, or 
strategy 2: cancel (or do not take) insurance, thus accepting the flood risk.  
 

The decision whether to take or cancel insurance is done separately for Sunprotected (either 
new or existing), Sdry-proofed, existing, and Selevated, existing in each grid cell. Note that for each grid 
cell, equation S5 is consequently used 2x6 times; twice for offering discounts and not 
offering discounts, and then to compare the two strategies for Sunprotected, to compare the 
two strategies for Sdry-proofed, existing, and to compare the two strategies for Selevated, existing. Table 
S4 summarizes the differences between the adaptive behaviour types. The subjective EU 
equation is as follows: 
 

(𝑆𝑆5)          𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟 =  � 𝛽𝛽𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖

𝑝𝑝𝐼𝐼

𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖

𝐷𝐷�𝑊𝑊𝑡𝑡 − 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ∗ 𝛿𝛿 −  𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝,𝑡𝑡 −  𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝,𝑡𝑡�𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝 

 
EUstr: We apply an EU model to represent the decision to take or cancel flood insurance. 
The comparison is made separately for  Sunprotected, Sdry-proofed, existing and Selevated. 
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 pi, I, i, β, t, U(x), Di,t: Similar to section 7. 
 
Wt: Similar to section 7, but for Sunprotected, Sdry-proofed, existing and Selevated. 
 
δ: The deductible, which is 0.1 (10% needs to be paid by residents) for deciding to take 
insurance, and 1 (100% needs to be paid by residents) for deciding to cancel (or not take) 
insurance.  
 
Cpremium,t: For the decision to take insurance, the premium corresponds to (1 – δ)*EADt 
for Sunprotected, Sdry-proofed, existing and Selevated separately, but without taking into account the 
loss-reducing measure. This is the common approach to determining insurance premium. 
Note that the difference originates from different W for the three different types of 
residential protection. For the decision to cancel (or not take) insurance, Cpremium,t is 0.  
 
dpremium,t: For the scenario in which no discounts are offered, Dpremium,t is 0 for both 
strategies. For the scenario in which premium discounts are offered, and for the decision 
to take insurance, Sdry-proofed and Selevated receive a discount equal to the EAD reduced by 
their respective loss-reducing measures. Sunprotected does not receive a premium discount 
and therefore Dpremium,t is 0. For the decision to cancel (or not take) insurance, Dpremium,t is 
0. 
 
Taking flood insurance premiums and potentially receiving discounts, influences the 
decision to implement loss-reducing measures (equation S3, supplementary section 7) in 
the following two ways:  
 

• If residents take or have insurance, than the damage variable Di,t,str in equation S3 
becomes Di,t,str * δ as all damage except the deductible is considered to be covered.   

• If a discount is offered, than the annual benefits variable EABstr in equation S3 
becomes EABstr + dpremium, as residents consider the yearly discount on the flood 
premium together with the decision to implement a loss-reducing measure.  
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9. Adaptive behaviour by governments 
 

In our model, governments can adapt each time-step in each NUTS 3 region by raising 
protection standards (i.e. 5-, 10-, 25-, 50-, 100-, 250-, 500-, and 1,000-year). Protection 
standards are raised by increasing protection heights in all the NUTS 3 grid cells (30″ x 
30″) with rivers to the flood volume height associated with a certain return period. 
Proactive governments make the decision in six-year cycles, or after a flood event. The six-
year cycle is based on the approach of the Netherlands3, one of the most proactive counties 
to invest in flood defences. Reactive governments only take this decision after a flood event 
in the NUTS 3 region.  
 
The decision to raise protection standards (i.e. to increase dike heights) is based on a cost-
benefit analysis (CBA). The net present value (NPV) is calculated for raising the protection 
standard one or two standards higher than the current protection standards. Note that the 
NPV for strengthening a part of the dike is calculated in high resolution (30″ x 30″), and is 
summed for dike parts in the NUTS 3 region. Costs for increasing dike heights only occur 
in cells with a river. If neither of the evaluated protection standards yields a positive NPV, 
dikes are not raised. If one or both new standards yield a positive NPV, the dike heights 
are increased in each cell with a river, up to the flood volume height associated with the 
desirable protection standard (i.e. the return period).  
 
Governments take climate change into account by adjusting the benefits at each future 
time-step with the predicted increase in flood risk for the country. Note that the benefit of 
raising dikes, or the reduction in EAD the dike height delivers, is calculated for all land-
use classes, and not only for residential areas. Table S5 summarizes the differences 
between the adopted adaptive behaviour types. The equation for the NPV is as follows:   

 

(S6)      NPV𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 = ��
𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖,𝑛𝑛 − 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖,𝑛𝑛

(1 + 𝑓𝑓)𝑡𝑡

𝐿𝐿

𝑡𝑡=1

𝑁𝑁

𝑛𝑛=1

− 𝐶𝐶0,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖,𝑛𝑛

= ��
(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖,𝑛𝑛−𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑛𝑛) − (𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖,𝑛𝑛 − 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑛𝑛)

(1 + 𝑓𝑓)𝑡𝑡

𝐿𝐿

𝑡𝑡=1

− 𝐶𝐶0,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖,𝑛𝑛

𝑁𝑁

𝑛𝑛=1

 

 
 

𝐍𝐍𝐍𝐍𝐍𝐍𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝒊𝒊: The NPV of raising protection standards is calculated for the NUTS 3 region. Dike 
height will be increased if it yields a positive NPV. The height of the new dike in each grid 
cell n with a river corresponds to the flood volume height for that grid cell generated by 
the GLOFRIS modelling cascade for a specific return period i, such that it offers a 
protection standard PSi.   
 
𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝒊𝒊: The NPV is calculated for two protection standards higher than the current protection 
standard. The protection standard is similar to the return period i that it protects against; 
e.g. a 100-year protection standard protects against a flood with a 100-year return period.  

                                                 
3 Regulated in the Dutch Waterlaw (Waterwet, 2009) 
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𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄: The current protection standard offered by dikes in the NUTS 3 region. 
 
N: While the adaptation decision is made on a NUTS 3 level, the NPV of raising protection 
standards is in fact calculated in high-resolution as the sum of the NPV over all grid cells 
N in the NUTS 3 region.  
 
n: One grid cell (30″ x 30″) in the NUTS 3 region. Grid cells also contain information on 
the total river length contained within.  
 
L: The NPV is calculated over the lifetime of a dike L. The lifespan is 100 years, following 
(Aerts and Botzen, 2011). 
 
t: Time-step. Each time-step is one year. 
 
𝑩𝑩𝒄𝒄,𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝒊𝒊,𝒄𝒄: The benefits at time-step t for the protection standard PSi in grid cell n. The benefits 
are the EAD reduced by the evaluated protection standard 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖,𝑛𝑛, minus the EAD 
that has already been reduced by the current protection standard 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑛𝑛. Due to 
changing flood risk as a result of climate change, the benefits change over time. For each 
country, the relative increase in EAD calculated with the ‘2010 protection standard’ 
behaviour type is used to estimate the relative increase in benefits.  
 
EADred: The EAD reduced by a protection standard PS is calculated similarly to the EAD 
equation (Supplementary Section 3), but only up to the return period i that it protects against 
(i.e. for a protection standard of 100 years, the EADred is calculated as the approximation 
of the integral of the expected damages for the return periods 5, 10, 25, 50, and 100 years). 
The net EADred is the EADred of the evaluated protection standard PSi minus the EADred 
of the current protection standard PScurrent.  

 
C0: The investment costs of raising the dikes to a protection standard PSi. The increase in 
dike height for a grid cell n for a protection standard PSi is equal to the flood volume height 
of the associated return period (Supplementary Section 3) minus the current dike-height. 
The dike-height and dike-length (2x river length) are multiplied by the cost of a dike. For 
grid cells in urban areas, as classified by CORINE, investment costs are estimated at 
€6.17x106 per length (km) per height (m), which are the costs (converted from dollars from 
(Aerts and Botzen, 2011)) for high urban density dikes. For grid cells in non-urban areas, 
as classified by CORINE, investment costs are estimated at €3.09x106 per length (km) per 
height (m), which are the costs (converted from dollars from (Aerts and Botzen, 2011)) for 
low urban density dikes.  
 
Ct: The maintenance costs of dike strengthening, which are the costs for the protection 
standard PSi under evaluation minus the costs of the current protection standard PScurrent. 
High-density urban dikes have estimated maintenance costs (converted from dollars from 
(Aerts and Botzen, 2011)) of €0.08x106 per km, and low-density urban dikes have 
estimated maintenance costs (converted from dollars from (Aerts and Botzen, 2011)) of 
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€0.04x106 per km. Maintenance costs do not significantly increase with dike-height. Cells 
with no rivers have no dike maintenance costs.  
 
r: The social discount rate is set at 4%, which is the recommended rate for investments in 
Europe4. 
 
Table S5. Summary of differences between types of adaptive behaviour of governments. 
Type Characteristics of government adaptive behaviour 
Proactive governments 
(dynamic) 

• The decision on whether or not to raise dikes (and 
consequently the protection standards) is made in six-year 
cycles, or after a flood event. The decision is based on the 
CBA. 

Reactive governments 
(Dynamic) 

• The decision on whether or not to raise dikes (and 
consequently the protection standards) is made only after a 
flood event in the NUTS 3 region. The decision is based on 
the CBA.  

2010 protection standards 
(Static) 

• Protection standards are kept constant at 2010 standards. 
This behaviour type does not apply the CBA.  

2010 protection heights 
(Static) 

• Dike heights are assumed to remain at 2010 heights. 
Protection standards will drop if flood volume for a return 
period covered by the protection standards increases above 
the dike height. This behaviour type does not apply the CBA. 

 
  

                                                 
4 http://ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/guidelines/tool_54_en.htm 
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10. Model uncertainties 
 

 This study applies different datasets in a flood risk framework and integrates 
dynamic decision-making of multiple agents. While the datasets used are state-of-the-art, 
is is important to realize each dataset has its own specific uncertainties. Here, we list most 
relevant model uncertainties for this study. Other model uncertainties are described in the 
respective documentation of the datasets. We conclude with the main limitation of 
modelling behavioral processes.  

 
First, the GLOFRIS dataset (Ward et al., 2017; Winsemius et al., 2013, 2016) is 

provided at a 30”x30” resolution, which on a cell-to-cell basis limits the accuracy of our 
analysis. With current data resolution and computational power constraints there is an 
inherent trade-of between the scale of the analysis, and the accuracy of the calculation in 
the cell. Therefore we present all our findings on aggregate levels (NUTS3, country, EU), 
and as some cells would have lower EAD compared to high-resolution analysis and some 
cells would have lower EAD, the aggregation reduces the error on cell-basis caused by 
resolution effects.  

 
Second, the main limitation in the CORINE dataset (EEA, 2014) was the lack of 

dynamic residential building surface over time, which we addressed as discussed in 
Supplementary Information §5. For the analysis of the relation between population and 
building surface we use OSM data for buildings. OSM data is dependent on open source 
additions and is therefore sensitive to errors. However, OSM data is currently the only 
building dataset available for Europe, enabling our comparison with the GEOSTAT 
population data. Continuing development of the OSM database will improve future 
analysis. 

 
Third, the FLOPROS dataset (Scussolini et al., 2016) is comprised of three layers: a 

design layer if design specifications are known, a policy layer if no design specifications 
are known but policy on protection standards is available, and a model layer if neither 
information on design standards or policy is known. While the design layer is relatively 
accurate representing reality, the model layer is more uncertain. For this study, the 
FLOPROS database mainly affects the baseline scenario projections here were dike heights 
or protection standards remain fixed over time. For the dynamic adaptations scenarios the 
FLOPROS values only determine initial protection standards, after which government 
decisions change the protection standard. However, the FLOPROS database is currently 
the only validated database that consistently provides protection standards for Europe, 
enabling the analysis. As the uncertainty affects all initial values of the analysis equally, 
the approach can be considered valid.   

 
Fourth, the SSP data (van Vuuren et al., 2007) is a result of a downscaling approach 

which has its strengths and weaknesses. The downscaling is applied independently of per 
capita income or population, while there relations between these indicators and for instance 
fertility, mortality, and the labour force. Moreover, the SSP data does not include processes 
like the levee effect(Di Baldassarre et al., 2013), where population and value is actually 
affected by the level of protection against floods. While out of scope for this study, it is 
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especially relevant for future work to include this latter process in large-scale flood risk 
analyses.  

 
Fifth, in our model, we apply different techniques to model government and resident 

decision-making. While we use well-established economic models to describe the behavior 
processes, human behavior remains complex and not all processes can be modelled. A 
major limitation for this study is the lack of validation data. To our knowledge, there are 
currently no studies that capture the decision-making processes and its EAD reduction 
effects over time.  The lack of datasets that consistently capture these dynamic processes 
empirically limits the capacity to specifically calibrate and validate the complex 
interactions and outcomes modelled here. Future empirical research is needed to move 
from modelling insights to robust projections of complex human- and natural systems.  
Nonetheless, by focusing on established flood-risk-assessment models, including risk 
perception and integrating proven behavioral theories, our study is shows that human 
behavior indeed plays an important role in risk trends.  
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Fig. S5 | Projection of fluvial flood risk for residential areas in the EU from 2010–
2080 under the RCP2.6-SSP1 scenario. Shown here at the same scale as for the RCP8.5-
SSP5 scenario (see Fig. 2 in the main paper). The six combinations of behavioural types 
show similar relative differences in projected risk in residential areas to the RCP8.5-SSP5 
scenario, underlining the importance of including dynamic adaptive behaviour in order to 
understand the development of risk. This is further emphasized by the significant relative 
differences between the business-as-usual and adaptive behaviour types. 
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Fig. S6 | The average absolute contribution of residential adaptation to the reduction 
of EAD. Shown under (a) RCP2.6-SSP1 and (b) RCP 8.5-SSP5, and the average relative 
contribution of micro-level adaptation to the reduction of EAD, shown under (c)  RCP2.6-
SSP1 and (d) RCP 8.5-SSP5. The absolute contribution of micro-level adaptation is 
measured with respect to the ‘2010 protection height’ behaviour type, in which no 
adaptation takes place. The relative contribution of micro-level adaptation is the share of 
the EAD reduction that can be attributed to it, which together with macro-level adaptation 
totals 100% of the reduced EAD. 
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Fig. S7 | Relative change in residential flood risk for the RCP8.5-SSP5 scenario  when 
a discount is offered on the insurance premium if houses are dry-proofed or elevated 
instead of no discount. Shown for (a) voluntary insurance and (b) mandatory insurance. 
For both voluntary and mandatory insurance the static BAU scenario’s show zero change 
as residents do not adapt. The influence of the discount for voluntary insurance is largely 
dependent on the insurance uptake (Extended Data Figure 4), which is low for boundedly 
rational residents and high for rational residents. Under mandatory insurance, the discount 
is a large stimulus for reducing risk.  
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Fig. S8 | Insurance uptake rates for voluntary insurance. Shown for (a) a discount is 
offered when residents elevate or dry-proof, and (b) no discount is offered. Rational 
residents perceive risk similar to the risk determined by the insurance, so their uptake rate 
is high. Insurance uptake is even slightly higher if no discount is offered, which can be 
explained by the reduced tendency to protect trough measures, and thus a higher need for 
insurance. The effect is however marginal. Boundedly rational residents mostly 
underestimate risk, and consequently their insurance uptake is very low. Even if a flood 
event would trigger an increase in uptake rates, cancelation rates in subsequent years will 
also be high. 
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Fig. S9 | Correlation between government protection and residential protection. 
Showing for four behavioural type combinations the scatterplot, histograms, and pearson 
correlation between the protection standards (logaritmic) and the share of residential 
building surface protected by flood-proofing or elevating. All correlations are significant.    
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Fig. S10 | The percentage of dry-proofed or elevated residential building surface for 
RCP2.6-SSP1 in 2080. The differences between the ‘rational residents’ and ‘boundedly 
rational residents’ behaviour types are relatively large. The differences between the 
‘proactive governments’ and ‘reactive governments’ behaviour types are relatively small. 
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Fig. S11 | Protection standards for RCP2.6-SSP1 in 2080. The differences between the 
‘proactive governments’ and ‘reactive governments’ behaviour types are relatively large. 
The differences between the ‘rational residents’ and ‘boundedly rational residents’ 
behaviour types are relatively small. 
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Fig. S12 | The percentage of dry-proofed or elevated residential building surface for 
RCP8.5-SSP5 in 2080. The differences between the ‘rational residents’ and ‘boundedly 
rational residents’ behaviour types are relatively large. The differences between the 
‘proactive governments’ and ‘reactive governments’ behaviour types are relatively small. 
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Fig. S13 | The protection standards for RCP8.5-SSP5 in 2080. The differences between 
the ‘proactive governments’ and ‘reactive governments’ behaviour types are relatively 
large. The differences between the ‘rational residents’ and ‘boundedly rational residents’ 
behaviour types are relatively small. 
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Table S6. Spread of mean EAD (in million Euro) for the four dynamic 
adaptation scenarios for RCP2.6-SSP1 and RCP8.5-SSP5. The spread 
overlaps between the RCP2.6-SSP1 and RCP8.5-SSP5scenarios, showing the 
importance of behaviour al modellingwith respect to climate scenarios 
 
country year RCP2.6 RCP8.5  
DE 2080 746  - 2918 838 - 6112 
FR 2080 745 - 4433 997 - 15531 
ES 2080 691 - 2300 341 - 1926 
IT 2080 439 - 2595 371 - 5456 
PT 2080 136 - 323 76 - 223 
PL 2080 124 - 233 230 - 711 
SE 2080 106 - 731 153 - 2102 
RO 2080 105 - 326 96 - 272 
CZ 2080 91 - 395 60 - 757 
FI 2080 67 - 337 102 - 904 
HU 2080 57 - 179 61 - 315 
BE 2080 48 - 483 68 - 2174 
UK 2080 46 - 896 91 - 4951 
SK 2080 42 - 163 25 - 307 
GR 2080 38 - 147 43 - 230 
BG 2080 33 - 88 38 - 103 
HR 2080 29 - 57 42 - 160 
NL 2080 25 - 110 62 - 1453 
LV 2080 21 - 76 30 - 175 
AT 2080 19 - 66 22 - 156 
LT 2080 16 - 37 33 - 89 
SI 2080 9 - 440 27 - 1595 
DK 2080 4 - 37 7 - 132 
IE 2080 4 - 77 18 - 888 
EE 2080 3 - 9 4 - 28 
LU 2080 2 - 35 3 - 190 
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Table S7. Change in EAD (in million Euro) for the RCP2.6-SSP1 scenario when moving from a 
reactive government to a proactive government, and when moving from boundedly rational 
residents to rational residents.  

country year 

(1) Change in EAD  
When moving from a  
Reactive government to 
a 
Proactive government a 

(2) Change in EAD  
When moving from   
Boundedly rational residents 
to Rational residents b 

Log ((1) / (2)) 

Change EAD 
government  
vs. change EAD 
resident c 

DE 2080 -895 -500 0.6 
FR 2080 -1600 -410 1.4 
ES 2080 -554 -154 1.3 
IT 2080 -739 -177 1.4 
PT 2080 -101 -8 2.5 
PL 2080 -64 -27 0.9 
SE 2080 -168 -48 1.3 
RO 2080 -52 -30 0.6 
CZ 2080 -94 -82 0.1 
FI 2080 -79 -12 1.9 
HU 2080 -34 -37 -0.1 
BE 2080 -278 -60 1.5 
UK 2080 -396 -195 0.7 
SK 2080 -52 -39 0.3 
GR 2080 -28 -15 0.6 
BG 2080 -3 -2 0.4 
HR 2080 -12 -10 0.2 
NL 2080 -44 -3 2.7 
LV 2080 -20 -3 1.9 
AT 2080 -27 -9 1.1 
LT 2080 -6 -2 1.1 
SI 2080 -157 -2 4.4 
DK 2080 -10 -7 0.4 
IE 2080 -53 -19 1.0 
EE 2080 0 -1 1.0 
LU 2080 -15 0 0.0 

a Both scenarios are based on boundedly rational residents 
b Both scenarios are based on reactive governments 
c NaN values are zet to zero 
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Table S8. Change in EAD(in million Euro)  for the RCP8.5-SSP5 scenario when moving from a 
reactive government to a proactive government, and when moving from boundedly rational residents 
to rational residents. 

country year 

(1) Change in EAD  
When moving from a  
Reactive government to 
a Proactive government 
a 

(2) Change in EAD  
When moving from   
Boundedly rational residents 
to Rational residents b 

Log ((1) / (2)) 

Change in EAD  
government vs. 
Change in EAD 
resident 

DE 2080 -2426 -796 1.1 
FR 2080 -5678 -545 2.3 
ES 2080 -614 -192 1.2 
IT 2080 -1951 -354 1.7 
PT 2080 -72 -13 1.7 
PL 2080 -250 -102 0.9 
SE 2080 -468 -63 2.0 
RO 2080 -37 -28 0.3 
CZ 2080 -237 -105 0.8 
FI 2080 -211 -23 2.2 
HU 2080 -39 -73 -0.6 
BE 2080 -1278 -156 2.1 
UK 2080 -1478 -259 1.7 
SK 2080 -135 -75 0.6 
GR 2080 -53 -24 0.8 
BG 2080 -6 -5 0.2 
HR 2080 -42 -22 0.6 
NL 2080 -1087 -96 2.4 
LV 2080 -54 -3 2.9 
AT 2080 -72 -20 1.3 
LT 2080 -13 -5 1.0 
SI 2080 -684 -1 2.8 
DK 2080 -28 -8 1.3 
IE 2080 -417 -57 2.0 
EE 2080 -1 -3 -1.1 
LU 2080 -89 -4 3.1 

a Both scenarios are based on boundedly rational residents 
b Both scenarios are based on reactive governments 
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Table S9. Logaritmic scaled ratio (Log(Change in EAD government / Change in EAD resident)) 
between achievable risk reduction of governments versus residents when moving towards optimal 
behaviour for the RCP2.6-SSP1 scenario. 
country 2030 2050 2080 
DE 0.5 0.4 0.6 
FR 0.1 1.0 1.4 
ES -1.5 -0.9 1.3 
IT -1.0 -0.1 1.4 
PT -0.2 0.1 2.5 
PL -0.3 0.0 0.9 
SE 0.0 0.0 1.3 
RO -0.2 0.1 0.6 
CZ 0.4 1.0 0.1 
FI 0.1 0.6 1.9 
HU -0.7 -0.1 -0.1 
BE 1.1 1.4 1.5 
UK 0.7 -0.6 0.7 
SK 0.7 1.1 0.3 
GR 0.4 0.8 0.6 
BG -0.7 0.8 0.4 
HR 1.3 2.3 0.2 
NL 1.0 1.8 2.7 
LV 0.0 3.1 1.9 
AT 2.1 1.7 1.1 
LT 0.0 1.0 1.1 
SI -0.5 -0.3 4.4 
DK 0.2 0.7 0.4 
IE 2.4 2.2 1.0 
EE 0.7 -0.1 1.0 
LU 0.5 0.6 0.0 
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Table S10. Logaritmic scaled ratio (Log(Change in EAD government / Change in EAD resident)) 
between achievable risk reduction of governments versus residents when moving towards optimal 
behaviour for the RCP8.5-SSP5 scenario. 
country 2030 2050 2080 
DE 0.0 0.4 1.1 
FR 0.6 1.2 2.3 
ES -1.5 -0.7 1.2 
IT -0.6 0.3 1.7 
PT -0.1 0.5 1.7 
PL 0.0 0.4 0.9 
SE 0.0 -1.1 2.0 
RO -0.4 0.4 0.3 
CZ 0.5 1.0 0.8 
FI 0.2 1.0 2.2 
HU -1.0 0.1 -0.6 
BE 0.0 0.4 2.1 
UK -0.6 -0.6 1.7 
SK 0.8 1.0 0.6 
GR 0.6 1.0 0.8 
BG -0.7 0.3 0.2 
HR 2.3 1.7 0.6 
NL 0.8 1.4 2.4 
LV 1.8 2.2 2.9 
AT 1.5 0.9 1.3 
LT 0.7 1.9 1.0 
SI -1.2 -0.3 2.8 
DK 0.3 1.3 1.3 
IE 2.5 3.1 2.0 
EE -0.6 0.2 -1.1 
LU 0.4 0.7 3.1 
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